Driving Directions from Phoenix
Faster, Less Scenic Route
This route will get you to our home the fastest, but is a little less scenic because it does
not take you through the heart of Sedona.
1. Take I-17 North out of Phoenix toward Flagstaff about 75 miles
2. Take exit 287 and turn left at the light at the end of the off ramp on to AZ-260
3. Stay on AZ-260 for approximately 12 miles until you reach Hwy 89A
4. Turn Right onto Hwy 89A and follow it for 14.4 miles
5. Turn Right at the light onto Upper Red Rock Loop Road, follow it for 1.8 miles
6. Turn left onto Chavez Ranch Road (first left you can make, sign not easy to see)
7. Follow Chavez Ranch Road for .4 miles
8. Make a sharp right, staying on the pavement, onto Red Rock Crossing Road
9. Our house is the third house on the right, a big brown adobe.
10. Pull in to the right side of the driveway and come to the door.

Longer, More Scenic Route
This route will take you through the heart of Sedona. This route is more scenic, but is a
little bit longer and can take a lot longer if it is rush hour like on Friday afternoon…
1. Take I–17 North out of Phoenix toward Flagstaff about 85 miles
2. Take exit 298 and turn left, going under the highway, onto AZ–179
3. Stay on AZ–179 for approximately 15 miles until you reach Hwy 89A
4. Turn Left onto Hwy 89A and follow it for approximately 6 miles
5. Turn Left at the light onto Upper Red Rock Loop Road and follow it for 1.8 miles
6. Turn left onto Chavez Ranch Road (first left you can make)
7. Follow Chavez Ranch Road for .4 miles
8. Make a sharp right, staying on the pavement, onto Red Rock Crossing Road
9. Our house is the third house on the right, a big brown adobe.
10. Pull in to the right side of the driveway and come to the door.
Problems, first call (928) 204-9232, second, call 928-204-9231.
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